
TENDER

Well dressed, hair styled, standing away
From the curb a couple is kissing the kiss
Of a couple in their thirties on the way 
To the theater, dinner with friends, a 
Lecture.  Children home with in-laws
A baby sister.  A couple kissing. Tender
Martin and Coretta Scott King. Kissing
Moneta Sleet, Junior’s camera is discrete
As if he was at that moment Cartier Bresson
Happening upon an intimate display of
Affection. Husband and wife out on the town.
Black and elegant and tender.  Their humanity
On display in such a way as to seem
Revolutionary
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(Eye been meaning to talk to you... cry me a river)



kissing

discover a memory that is not a memory

Martin and Coretta   an image     unexpected

kissing

flash silver  

oh  Sleet Jr.  

tender is


